A new criterion for A-stability of peer two-step methods is presented which is verifiable exactly in exact arithmetic by checking semi-definiteness of a certain test matrix. It depends on the existence of two positive definite weight matrices for a given method. Although the initial approach is different using properties of the numerical radius the criterion itself resembles the one from algebraic stability of General Linear Methods. Known numerical algorithms for the computation of the unknown weight matrices suffer from rank deficiencies of the test matrix. For sstage peer methods of order s − 1 this rank defect is identified with an explicit block diagonal decomposition of the test matrix in trivial and definite blocks. In the design of methods its coefficients are unknown and an explicit parametrization of A-stable peer methods of order s − 1 is presented with a weight matrix as parameter. This leads to a general existence result for any number of stages. The restrictions for efficient L-stable peer methods like diagonally-implicit and parallel ones are also discussed and such methods with 3 and 4 stages are constructed.
Introduction
A-stability requires that numerical solutions for the Dahlquist test equation y ′ (t) = λy(t), λ ∈ C − := {z ∈ C : ℜλ < 0}, (1.1) be uniformly bounded for t ≥ 0. Although this concept seems rather limited addressing only the simple scalar equation it gains greater significance by the theorem of von Neumann [15] , [8, Th.IV.11.2] which is applicable to A-stable one-step discretizations of linear systems y ′ (t) = Ay(t) if A has non-positive logarithmic norm, e.g. [5] . For Runge-Kutta methods the stability function R : C → C is a scalar function. Establishing A-stability here is possible through the maximum principle by considering the E-polynomial |Q(iη)| 2 − |P (iη)| 2 , η ∈ R, of R(z) = P (z)/Q(z) on the imaginary axis if R has no poles in C − , [8] . This is an analytic criterion which may be difficult to check exactly for higher degrees. However, Hairer, Türke and Scherer also derived a purely algebraic criterion for A-stability of Runge-Kutta methods depending on the semi-definiteness of a certain matrix, [7] , [18] . It is a weaker version of the criterion for algebraic stability since the diagonal matrix of quadrature weights may be replaced by an unknown semi-definite weight matrix. For s-stage peer two-step methods the stability function is a matrix function M : C → C s×s . In this case we define A-stability (i.e. A-acceptability of the stability matrix) by 2) where ̺ denotes the spectral radius. A matrix valued version of the vonNeumann theorem is due to Nevanlinna, [16] . It uses assumptions on the spectral norm M(z) 2 not on the spectral radius. However, it will be shown that such bounds follow from the new algebraic criterion. Peer two-step methods were introduced in [20] in a linearly-implicit version. They are time stepping schemes using s stages Y mi ∈ R n , i = 1, . . . , s, on time intervals [t m , t m+1 ] with general stepsizes h m = t m+1 − t m . However, the discussion of A-stability is restricted to a fixed stepsize h m ≡ h, here. The stages Y mi are associated with the ODE solution at off-step points t mi = t m + hc i with fixed nodes c i , i = 1, . . . , s. For an autonomous problem y ′ (t) = f y(t) with right-hand side f : R n → R n and function evaluations F mi = f (Y mi ) the peer two-step method is given by The elements a ij , b ij , g ij , i, j = 1, . . . , s are the coefficients of the method and will be assembled in square matrices A = (a ij ), B = (b ij ), G := (g ij ) ∈ R s×s . For a constant stepsize these matrices are independent of the time step. For general dimension n ∈ N stage vectors and function evaluations may be collected in matrices Y (1.4)
The structure of the matrix G m determines the numerical effort of the scheme. In order to keep the effort of implicit methods moderate diagonally-implicit methods with a lower triangular matrix G may be considered [2] or parallel methods where G is diagonal, [20, 22, 23] . For nonlinear ODEs (1.4) is an implicit scheme. The notion 'peer' refers to the fact that all stages Y mi have the same order. Hence, a polynomial predictor is available to obtain a linearlyimplicit method of full accuracy by performing only one Newton step, [23] .
Finally we note that peer methods are a special subclass of General Linear Methods (GLMs) where all internal stages are passed to the next interval.
Verification of A-stability for GLMs is more difficult than for Runge-Kutta and multistep methods. Floating point computations of eigenvalues are not fully reliable since ̺(M(0)) = 1 by preconsistency (see below). The Schur criterion for polynomials may be used, see [13, 3] , requiring global bounds on certain polynomials on C − . Verification may also be difficult here for higher degrees. In this paper a sufficient criterion is presented where only semi-definiteness of a certain (2s)× (2s)-matrix M (called a 'test matrix') has to be checked. This test can be performed exactly e.g. by using rational arithmetic and a Cholesky-type decomposition if the matrix elements are rational. The criterion is based on a reformulation of the eigenvalue problem for M(z) and uses semi-definiteness in an inner product described by an unknown symmetric positive definite matrix Z (called a weight matrix). Using well-known properties of the numerical radius of matrices an equivalent characterization by semi-definiteness of a certain block matrix M depending on two unknown matrices Z and W is obtained. This criterion, which is a feasibility problem of semidefinite programming ( [25] ), is related to a reformulation of algebraic stability presented in [19] . As in the case of Runge-Kutta methods the restrictions on the unknown weight matrices Z, W are weaker for A-stability. The construction of such feasible matrices for given algebraically stable GLMs has been discussed by Hewitt and Hill [9, 10] and by the author [19] . The corresponding numerical methods were based on the solution of algebraic Riccati equations and certain symplectic eigenvalue problems. However, computations were notoriously ill-conditioned due to singular Jacobians or higher multiplicity of eigenvalues. The reason for these numerical difficulties is an inherent rank deficiency of the positive semidefinite test matrix M. A rank defect one is well-known being due to the preconsistency condition, [4] , [8] . This rank defect increases for higher order peer methods. By an explicit transformation this rank deficiency is identified here exactly and an explicit block decomposition M = 0 ⊕ M D is provided where the lower block M D can be positive definite. Positive definiteness can be checked reliably by numerical computations. We expect that this background may be beneficial also in the context of other General Linear Methods. In this paper no numerical methods for finding A-stable methods are discussed, with one exception methods are constructed by formal computations with Maple.
Much of the structure exploited in our analysis is due to the requirement of higher order. The preconsistency condition for peer methods simply reads 5) leading to one eigenvalue 1 of B. For s-stage peer methods order s − 1 is easily obtained for arbitrary stepsize sequences by satisfying certain matrix equations. For stiff problems so-called stiffly-accurate peer methods (1.4) containing no explicit terms due to the choice A = 0 have been successfully used in several papers, e.g. [23, 2] . For such methods and constant stepsize the conditions for order s − 1 correspond to the choice ( [23] )
The matrices E and Θ correspond to polynomial differentiation and extrapolation at the off-step points t ki = t k +hc i . i = 1, . . . , s, k = m, m+1. With the aid of the Vandermonde matrix V = c j−1 i ∈ R s×s , the shift matrix F 0 = δ i,j−1 and the scaling matrix D = diag i (i) they are given by E = V DF T 0 V −1 and Θ = V P V −1 . The well-known relations P = exp(DF T 0 ) [23] and
between both are discrete versions of the Taylor theorem and will play a crucial role later on. Of course, the preconsistency condition (1.5) follows from (1.6) since V −1 1l = e 1 is the first unit vector. By choosing the nodes and the matrix G a stiffly-accurate peer method of order s − 1 is specified completely. On general grids zero stability, i.e. stability of the scheme applied to the trivial ODE y ′ = 0, may be a difficult requirement for peer methods, see [23] . For constant stepsize it requires that the powers of B are uniformly bounded. This leads to the condition ̺(B) ≤ 1 where eigenvalues on the unit circle are non-defective.
Positive definiteness of symmetric matrices is denoted by
Only real matrices will be considered but vectors may be complex x ∈ C s , and x * =x T denotes their conjugate transpose. In Section 2 we present the basic approach for establishing A-stability through a definiteness argument depending on an unknown weight matrix Z ∈ D s . It leads to a criterion for the generalized numerical radius of two matrices. Using a result of Ando an equivalent characterization by semi-definiteness of a (2s) × (2s) test matrix M is obtained which depends on a second matrix W ∈ D s 0 . In Section 3 we concentrate on methods with order s − 1 and present a transformation revealing the rank deficiency of the test matrix explicitly. A careful analysis of the requirements leads to an explicit relation between the unknown weight matrices W and Z and an existence result for A-stable peer methods for arbitrary s ∈ N. Also, the focus is moved from the existence of weight matrices to the existence of methods and a parametrization of A-stable methods is obtained where one of the weight matrices W or Z is a parameter. The construction of practical methods in Sections 4 and 5 uses different techniques. For diagonally-implicit methods triangular decompositions and a certain triangular canonical form of matrices are used. The design of parallel methods with diagonal G is based on a representation of V −1 GV from [22] . In both cases A-stable example methods are constructed for s = 3 and 4.
2 A-stability and the numerical radius 
Obviously, M(0) = B and stiffly accurate methods with nonsingular coefficient G satisfy M(∞) = 0 since A = 0. Hence, if such methods are A-stable they are also L-stable. Due to the simple product form a symmetry between the eigenvalues λ and the parameter z may be used in the formulation which is well known from multistep methods. Obviously, for det(I − zG) = 0 some λ ∈ C is an eigenvalue of M(z) iff
This condition may be considered as an equation either for λ or z with solutions λ(z) or z(λ). Hence, A-stability may be characterized in the following two equivalent ways where for each pair (z, λ) satisfying (2.2) holds
Moving λ along the unit circle and solving for z gives the root-locus curves defining the stability regions of multistep methods, [8, Sect.V.1]. A-stability means that these curves do not intersect the open left complex halfplane. Considering z as a solution of equation (2.2) and λ as a parameter leads to the generalized eigenvalue problem
with eigenvalue z = z(λ). For A-stable methods and |λ| ≥ 1 only solutions z with non-negative real part are possible. This property may be implied by a definiteness condition with respect to a Hermitian, positive definite matrix Z.
In the most general form of the following argument this weight matrix Z might depend on λ, i.e. Z = Z(λ) = Z(λ) * . However, in this paper we consider only a constant, real weight matrix Z ∈ D s . Thus, using some nontrivial x ∈ C s , and |λ| ≥ 1, equation (2.4) is multiplied by
Hence, if the right-hand side of this equation is non-negative for any λ with |λ| ≥ 1, ℜz must be so, too. In fact, this condition only depends on the absolute value µ = 1/|λ| ≤ 1.
Then, a sufficient condition for A-stability of the peer method (1.4) is
Proof. For α ∈ C it holds that max{ℜ( α λ ) : |λ| = 1/µ} = µ|α|. Hence, requiring non-negativity of the right-hand side of (2.5) with fixed x = 0 for all |λ| = 1/µ means
The statement follows by considering arbitrary x = 0 and µ ∈ [0, 1] with Q µ ≻ 0:
The inequality (2.6) is a condition on the numerical radius of a matrix pencil. 
The numerical radius r(U ) has some interesting properties. It is a matrix norm bounded by the spectral norm, ̺(U ) ≤ r(U ) ≤ U 2 . It is not sub-multiplicative but it still satisfies the power inequality
Hence, r(U ) ≤ 1 (< 1) implies power boundedness (contractivity) of U , [12] .
The dependence on the parameter µ in Lemma 2.1 makes the discussion difficult. However, for stiffly accurate peer methods with coefficient A = 0 it is obvious that µ = 1 is the critical value in (2.6). With the exception of the first paper on peer methods [20] only such methods have been considered in the literature for the solution of stiff problems due to their superior damping of stiff solution components. For A = 0 the condition (2.6) for A-stability can be re-stated with the numerical radius as
If this condition is satisfied it will be with equality for any practical peer method due to the preconsistency condition (1.5). In the Rayleigh quotient the preconsistency vector 1l gives the nontrivial denominator 1l T Q1l = 1l T ZG1l > 0 and the nominator |1l
T G T ZB1l| = |1l T ZG1l| is the same. This critical vector 1l leads to tight inequalities in the new criterion for A-stability similar to those in algebraic stability [8] .
The condition (2.9) is not very practical yet since the computation of the numerical radius is difficult. However, there exists a purely algebraic criterion due to Ando, see also [14] .
Lemma 2.4 ([1])
For any matrix U ∈ R s×s the condition r(U ) ≤ 1 is equivalent with the existence of a symmetric matrix W ∈ R s×s such that
The statement differs slightly from the original one which used a matrix W ′ = I − W . The version (2.10) is more appropriate here and reveals that W itself is semi-definite, W ∈ D s 0 . We also note that semi-definiteness in (2.10) with the choice W = I corresponds to the stronger condition U 2 ≤ 1. Lemma 2.4 yields the following purely algebraic condition for A-stability of peer methods with A = 0. Actually, it uses slightly weaker assumptions than Lemma 2.1.
Theorem 2.5 If there exist matrices Z ∈ D
s and W ∈ D s 0 such that
then, the stiffly accurate peer method (1.3) with A = 0 is A-stable.
Proof. Since the matrix Q may not be definite, Lemma 2.4 cannot be used directly. However, considering the quadratic form of the semidefinite matrix M with vectors of the form (
Choosing α such that |α| = 1 and ℜ(αx
Remark 2.6 For the unknown matrices Z and W the inequality (2.11) is a linear feasibility problem of semi-definite programming, see [25] . For any feasible solution (Z, W ) also all positive multiples are solutions and some normalization may be appropriate.
With known matrices Z, W verification of A-stability by Theorem 2.5 requires only the computation of a Cholesky-type decomposition of M. Hence, for rational or algebraic entries exact verification is possible. This is an advantage over other criteria from the literature like the Schur criterion [13] requiring that certain rational functions be positive or bounded by one on the whole complex halfplane. Exact verification may be crucial since the test matrix M is rank deficient and semi-definiteness may not be decidable with floating point arithmetic.
Lemma 2.7 Under the assumption (1.5), B1l = 1l, the matrix M is rank deficient.
Proof. M has a nontrivial kernel, its quadratic form with (1l
We note without proof that similar to [19] , [8, Sect.I.9] the following necessary conditions on W and Z may be derived,
Although the initial approach (2.7) leading to the A-stability criterion was independent from the concept of algebraic stability the final criterion from Theorem 2.5 obtained for a constant weight matrix Z is strongly related. By using Sylvester's law of inertia and special congruence transformations it was shown in [19] that algebraic stability of stiffly accurate peer methods is essentially equivalent with the existence of a diagonal matrix D and a weight Matrix W ∈ D s such that
Assuming a nonsingular coefficient G and introducing the matrix
this block matrix is congruent with M from (2.11). Hence, the main difference between algebraic stability and the sufficient criterion for A-stability is that the weight matrix Z is restricted by the requirement that G T ZG = D is diagonal. In algebraic stability also the conditions on W and Z have changed slightly, W ∈ D s and D ∈ D s 0 . Hence, the results from the next sections may also be of interest in this larger context. In fact, by combining the congruence transformation from [19] with the original proof from [4] the following norm bound for the stability matrix M(z) (2.1) of stiffly-accurate methods is obtained. It verifies the assumption of the Nevanlinna theorem [16] . 
2 . The problem of finding suitable weight matrices D, W for (2.12) was discussed by Hewitt and Hill [9] and later by the author [19] by considering algebraic Riccati equations. Hill [10] also used a relation with certain symplectic eigenvalue problems. However, both approaches suffer from ill-conditioning caused by preconsistency, see Lemma 2.7, since the Riccati equation has a singular Jacobian in its solutions and the symplectic eigenvalue problem has critical eigenvalues with higher multiplicity. Hence, numerical iterations may stall or suffer from severe loss of accuracy ( [9] ).
In this paper, we will use a different approach which explicitly reveals the rank defect and also changes the focus of the discussion. The algebraic criterion will be considered as a tool in the construction of A-stable peer methods. In this context, not the weight matrices W, Z of a given method are unknown in the first place but the whole method with coefficients B, G and the weights W, Z at the same time. Hence, the following discussion treats all these matrices as unknowns. However, additional requirements are introduced in order to narrow the search to methods of practical interest.
Stiffly accurate peer methods of order s − 1
For methods of higher order the coefficient matrices B and G are coupled. The relation for order s − 1 is given by (1.6), B = Θ − GEΘ = (I − GE)Θ, where Θ depends on the off-step nodes (c i ) only. Thus, the A-stability condition (2.11) changes for methods of order s − 1 to
This condition is discussed now as a nonlinear feasibility problem for the triple (G, W, Z) of unknown matrices without focusing attention on any particular unknown. The implicit dependence on the nodes through the Vandermonde matrix V is considered later.
A rank revealing congruence transformation
Positive semi-definiteness of the block matrix in (3.1) requires semi-definiteness of both diagonal blocks, e.g. W 0 in the second. Not much information can be gained for the first diagonal block since it has a nonlinear dependence on all three unknowns G, W, Z. Now, an additional congruence transformation on (3.1) is introduced and it is also convenient to use a transformed weight matrix
Before proceeding we note that there is the interesting class of FSAL methods (first same as last) [21] with a singular coefficient G. Hence, nonsingularity of G will be assumed only later on starting with subsection 3.3. The transformed matrix (3.2) is better suited for the analysis than (3.1) since the first diagonal block depends linearly on the two matricesŴ andẐ := G T ZG, but not on G alone. Furthermore, it allows to identify the rank defect of M accurately since the differentiation matrix E is nilpotent and also one is an sfold eigenvalue of the extrapolation matrix Θ. The two linear maps associated with the first diagonal block are considered in detail, on a matrix X ∈ R s×s they act by
3)
. Both L and P map the set of symmetric matrices onto itself. Simultaneous similarity transformations of the matrices E and Θ lead to congruences for these maps. Indeed, with X ∈ R s×s and nonsingular U ∈ R s×s we have
These congruence-similarity transformations will be an important tool in the rest of the paper establishing a similarity between different peer methods. However, such methods are of practical use only if the matrices E, Θ have an inherent Vandermonde structure. This means that they are similar to V −1 EV =Ẽ = DF T 0 and V −1 ΘV = P by a real Vandermonde matrix V . Many proofs will be based on the transformed 'Nordsieck' version with the sparse matrixẼ and the triangular Pascal matrix P = exp(Ẽ).
There is a strong relation between the maps L E and P E which will be helpful. This relation is easily seen by considering the matrix representations of these maps. By introducing the vec-operator mapping matrices from R s×s to vectors from R s 2 by stacking the columns, i.e. vec(X) = (x 11 , x 21 , . . . , x s−1,s , x ss )
T , these maps may be written with the Kronecker product in the form
with the definition E := I ⊗ E T + E T ⊗ I. We note, that both matrices are nilpotent since they are similar to the strictly lower triangular matrices I ⊗ E T +Ẽ T ⊗ I and P T ⊗ P T − I ⊗ I. Now, since the matrices I ⊗ E T and E T ⊗ I commute and Θ = e E , (1.7), the matrix of the map P E satisfies
where ϕ is the holomorphic function
The function ϕ is a fundamental tool in exponential time integrators, e.g. [11] . Translating (3.6) back to maps on matrices we write ϕ(E)vec(X) = vec(Φ E (X)). Some properties of the map Φ E are proved in the following lemma directly from an integral representation. The lemma will use the notion of real holomorphic functions. This means a function q(z) with real coefficients having an absolutely convergent expansion in a neighborhood of z = 0. Since such functions are applied to the nilpotent matrix E ∈ R s×s only, q(E) is always a polynomial of degree not exceeding s − 1.
Lemma 3.1 With the nilpotent matrix E ∈ R s×s let Φ E : R s×s → R s×s be the linear map given by
Then, with any symmetric matrix X ∈ R s×s the following properties hold.
With any real holomorphic function q satisfying q(0) = 1 holds
e) The kernels of the maps L E and P E are identical.
Proof. a) Partial integration shows that
Reordering terms and recalling e E = Θ yields Φ E (X)E+E
The same computations apply for Φ E (XE + E T X). b) Definiteness follows directly from the integral representation. In fact, with any X ∈ R s×s , u ∈ C s \ {0}, holds
Hence, the integral is positive or nonnegative whenever
A matrix of the form U = q(E) commutes with E leading to
and from the series expansion of the exponential function follows Ke
e) The matrix representation of the linear map Φ E is ϕ(E). By assertion c) we may consider the map with the transformed matrixẼ T ⊗ I + I ⊗Ẽ T which is strictly lower triangular. Hence, ϕ(Ẽ T ⊗ I + I ⊗Ẽ T ) is lower triangular with unit diagonal and, hence, nonsingular. By (3.8) Φ E • L E and L E have the same kernel.
terminates with X 2s−1 = 0. This follows inductively from the fact that each application of the transformed map LẼ introduces one more trivial antidiagonal (southwest to northeast) in X k starting with e T 1 X 1 e 1 = 0. Hence,
With the definition (3.3) at hand the leading diagonal blockM 11 of the test matrix (3.2) may be written in a more compact form. Its semi-definiteness is necessary for the semi-definiteness of the whole test matrix itself. With the factorization (3.8) this requires that
It is important to note that due to the singularity of the map L E semi-definiteness of an image L E (X) 0 is a strong restriction for both X and the image L E (X). These conditions follow easily from the simple structure of the transformed matrixẼ = DF T 0 . Here, the image U = LẼ(X) is given by
where elements with an index zero are missing. Hence, the first diagonal element of the image is always zero, u 11 = 0, and the first row and column must vanish completely for U to be semi-definite. In fact, only a block on the southeast corner of U may be nontrivial. The precise structure is given in the next lemma.
Lemma 3.3 Let X ∈ R s×s be symmetric and let U := LẼ(X) 0. Then, u ij = 0 for min{i, j} ≤ ⌊(s + 1)/2⌋ and also x ij = 0 for i + j ≤ s. 
It is also possible to describe the kernel of the map LẼ on the set of symmetric matrices explicitly. By (3.11) and also since e T sẼ = 0, the rank-one matrix e s e T s is always an element of this kernel. Other elements can be derived from the proof of the last lemma. As in the base case of induction the first row of any matrix K satisfying L E (K) = 0 vanishes with the possible exception of the last element, k 1j = 0, j = 1, . . . , s − 1. Now, (3.11) is a linear one-step recursion along antidiagonals and it follows that also k ij = 0 for i + j ≤ s. On antidiagonals with i + j > s, k is = 0, this recursion leads to elements with alternating signs. Hence, corresponding solutions K are symmetric only if the antidiagonal contains a diagonal element, i.e. if i + j is even. This result is formulated as a simple lemma which by (3.4) remains valid with any matrix E similar toẼ.
Lemma 3.4
The kernel of the map L E on the set of symmetric matrices has dimension ⌊(s + 1)/2⌋.
A discussion is similar for the pre-image of semi-definite matrices U . Since the map PẼ is sometimes more convenient in the construction of methods (see Section 5) the following result is formulated for this map. This means that only u 33 , u 34 , u 44 of the image may be nontrivial and x 33 and x 44 are parameters of the kernel of PẼ.
Explicit feasible solutions
Returning to the feasibility problem the test matrix (3.2) is rewritten with Lemma 3.1 in the form
By Lemma 3.3M 11 has a rank defect ⌊(s + 1)/2⌋ and by semi-definitenessM 12 must have the same, at least. Equation (3.13) has been used as a definition of the blocksM ij so far. However, with a matrixM 0 having an appropriate kernel it may be considered as a set of equations whereM is the slack variable of the feasibility problem. Peer methods are suited for stiff problems only if the eigenvalues of the coefficient matrix G have nonnegative real part. This property follows directly from (3.13). 
The last step used the fact that forM ∈ D 
Hence, the symmetric part of the matrix L The leading blocksM 11 andM 12 are highly rank deficient by Lemma 3.3. Hence, simple solutions may be obtained where these two blocks are chosen zero to start with. This means that solutions Z ∈ D s ,Ŵ ∈ D s 0 , G ∈ R s×s , of the following system are sought:
The second equation is not solved forŴ to eliminate it from the system since symmetry and (semi-) definiteness ofŴ are crucial. Enforcing these properties would lead to difficult side conditions. The first equation of the system (3.14) contains the unknown matrixẐ = G T ZG. For nonsingular G this matrix is definite again and may be considered to be the unknown weight matrix itself. Then, the second equation takes the form 0 =Ŵ −Ẑ(G −1 − E). The first equation in (3.14) means thatẐ − Φ E (Ŵ ) is an element of the kernel of L E , for instance zero. Now, choosingŴ ≻ 0 and solving the first equation withẐ = Φ E (Ŵ ) and the second for
yields a special feasible solution. This gives the following general theorem. and B = (I − GE)Θ from (1.6) define an A-stable peer method of order s − 1 according to Theorem 2.5 and (3.2).
Unfortunately, Theorem 3.7 has limited practical relevance since the coefficient matrix G will be a full matrix, in general, leading to prohibitively expensive peer methods. Turning attention to diagonally implicit or parallel methods the discussion is restricted to the simpler case of a nonsingular coefficient matrix G.
Methods with nonsingular coefficient matrix G
For nonsingular G it is convenient to rewrite the test matrix (3.13) in terms ofẐ = G T ZG ∈ D s and H = G −1 . Now, the test matrix has a generic form depending on the quadruple (E, H,Ŵ ,Ẑ). This form remains unchanged under congruence-similarity transformations and is denoted by
Remark 3.8 Congruence-similarity transformations with block diagonal matrices diag(U, U ) establish an equivalence relation between test matrices of the form (3.15). In fact by (3.4), (3.5) it follows that
for nonsingular U ∈ R s×s . This property will be helpful in the construction of efficient peer methods where H = G −1 has lower triangular or diagonal form. However, the resulting methods only have high order if their E-matrix is Vandermonde-similar toẼ = DF T 0 . This distinguished Nordsieck version using U = V is used frequently and the actual value of M is denoted as M = M(DF T 0 ,H,W ,Z). In fact, the rank defect of the first block has been identified by Lemma 3.3 forM 11 . By semi-definiteness the same rows as inM 11 must also vanish inM 12 leading to an explicit decomposition in block diagonal formM = 0 k ⊕M D with k = ⌊(s+1)/2⌋ mentioned in the introduction. It will be seen in some examples that the nontrivial block may be definite, M D ∈ D 2s−k , which can be checked reliably with floating point arithmetic. The construction of A-stable methods will make use of this explicit block decomposition.
With (3.15) the original feasibility problem is again written in the form
with the matrixM as slack variable. With the results of the last subsections it is possible to derive a rather explicit parametrization of solutions of the feasibility problem M(E, H,Ŵ ,Ẑ) 0. We note that in the Nordsieck form pre-images X with PẼ(X) =M 11 ∈ D s 0 can be computed easily, see Example 3.5.
0 the triple of matriceŝ
is a feasible solution M(E, H,Ŵ ,Ẑ) 0 withẐ ≻ 0.
Proof. By Lemma 3.1 the equation for the first block may be replaced by
by part b) of Lemma 3.1. Now, sinceẐ is nonsingular, the off-diagonal block equation may be solved uniquely for H.
Before turning to the construction of practical methods with restrictions on the shape of H = G −1 two interesting cases of transformations (3.16) of known solutions are considered. First, part c) of Lemma 3.1 shows that transformation matrices commuting with E lead to simple relations. In fact, congruences with a real function q(E) leave the kernel invariant: if L E (K) = 0, then
Hence, any solution (3.18) without slack elements (M 11 = 0,M 12 = 0) yields a new solution by the similarity transformation
Hence, if E is already Vandermonde-similar toẼ by E = V DF T 0 V −1 , (3.19) may be used as a post-processing to change the shape of H. Effects of this transformation on slack terms have to be discussed on a case-by-case basis.
Of fundamental interest may be an exceptional transformation eliminating the weight matrixẐ. It yields a simple, distinguished representative of the whole equivalence class of relation (3.16 depending linearly onW andȞ. Since Z has been eliminated an explicit solution representation forW is required now. This is obtained with the inverse map Ψ E of Φ E satisfying Φ E (Ψ E (X)) = X for X ∈ D s and nilpotent E. Similar to (3.6) its matrix representation is given by ψ(E)vec(X) = vec(Ψ E (X)) where ψ is the reciprocal of the function ϕ from (3.7),
The series expansion of ψ has only one odd term −z/2 and the even terms define the Bernoulli numbers β k , and the radius of convergence is π. In fact the expansion corresponds to the Magnus series ψ = d exp −1 , see [6, §IV.7] . Using ΨĚ(I) for representing the general feasible solution in (3.20) without slack, i.e.M 11 =M 12 = 0, shows that the skew-symmetric part of the matrix H is identical with that ofĚ. 2 (E −E T ). Since the remaining terms are symmetric the assertion follows. The lemma shows that introducing the map Ψ E provides additional insight in the structure of solutions. However, since Ψ E does not preserve definiteness the assumptionW ∈ D s had to be added explicitly. Using the definiteness preserving map Φ E was more convenient for the theoretical result of Theorem 3.7.
After choosing the matrixĚ Lemma 3.10 provides a simple feasible solution which may be complemented by slack termsM 1j = 0, j = 1, 2, having the proper rank. From it the whole equivalence class of A-stable methods can be obtained by similarity (3.16) . However, it is still necessary to identify methods of higher order having a Vandermonde structure with E = V DF T 0 V −1 and being of practical interest with a triangular or diagonal matrix H = G −1 . For these two cases different approaches are used.
Diagonally implicit peer methods
The methods from Theorem 3.7 are not suitable for practical computations since G ∈ R s×s is a full matrix, in general. In this case time steps of (1.3) are too expensive requiring the solution of a nonlinear system of s · n simultaneous equations. For methods with a lower triangular coefficient matrix G the s stage systems are decoupled. Such peer methods have been discussed in [2] , [21] . Singly-implicit methods with constant main diagonal g ii = γ, i = 1, . . . , s, have the additional benefit that costly matrix decompositions may be computed only once per time step.
Similarity transformations with lower triangular matrices do not destroy the lower triangular form of H. A first transformation uses the L-factor of an explicit LU decomposition V = L V U V of the Vandermonde matrix V [24] given by
In fact, this is the matrix version of Newton interpolation with the nodes (c i ) since L −1 contains the factors for the divided differences and U −1 contains the elementary symmetric functions. The factor L V does not have unit diagonals, all its entries depend on the differences between nodes only.
It is possible to obtain a final solution H with lower triangular form obeying (3.18) with E = VẼV −1 from a simpler, equivalent version. In fact, a similarity transformation with the factor L V yields
where L
−1
V HL V also has lower triangular form while L −1
V is strictly upper triangular. In fact, its entries depend only on differences of the nodes and for s ≤ 4 this matrix is explicitly given by the leading submatrices of
We note that the terms K + N in the matrixŴ , see (3.18), contribute to (
V where X =K +Ñ is given explicitly by (3.12) for s = 4. Since upper triangular congruence transformations do not change the zero pattern in (3.12) the kernel and slack terms L V . Here, the following lemma will be applied to the Z-free versions (3.20), (3.22) . It is proved only for the non-defective case.
Lemma 4.1 Every non-defective matrix
where L A is lower triangular and U A is upper triangular and nonsingular.
Proof. Let A = XJX −1 be the Jordan canonical form of A where J is diagonal by assumption. Then, with some permutation matrix Π there exists the LUdecomposition X −1 = ΠL X U X and the factorization
X . The canonical form may not exist in some exceptional cases like a Jordan block a b 0 a , b = 0, in dimension 2. In fact, the lemma is related to the canonical form computed by the classical LR-iteration of Rutishauser [26] . However, the existence of this decomposition can be used as a criterion in the search for methods. Obviously, the main diagonal of L A contains the eigenvalues of A. The diagonal elements of U A may be chosen arbitrarily but non-zero adding some degrees of freedom in the forthcoming application. This triangular canonical form will be used to construct or reconstruct A-stable peer methods from a Z-free representation (see Lemma 3.10) and the knowledge of the matrixĚ and nontrivial kernel and slack terms alone. We consider this approach primarily as a theoretical tool using formula manipulation or exact arithmetic since numerical computations may be too inaccurate for multiple eigenvalues. The input of the following algorithm is the strictly upper triangular matrixĚ and kernel and slack elements fromM 11 which are combined in a matrixX. Of course, the choice of such terms is restricted by the definiteness ofW = ΨĚ(I) −X. The image PĚ(X) is required to be semidefinite and has the zero structure of 3. Apply the congruence-similarity transformation with U H to (3.22) by computing
4. Identify E ′ with (4.4), i.e. solve the equation
for the differences of the nodes c i − c 1 , i = 2, . . . , s − 1. In the first superdiagonal the identity e ′ i,i+1 = i, 1 ≤ i < s is satisfied by the choice of the diagonals of U H in step (2).
Apply a final congruence-similarity transformation with the Vandermonde
L-factor L V from (4.2) to the matrices in order to obtain the coefficients of the A-stable method
V . The procedure is based on the following congruences of the equationȞ =Ě+W : 
The transformed weight matrixẐ =
T where κ = (841 + 87 √ 65)/49920 and ℓ T = ((13 + 9 √ 65)/98, −(111 + 9 √ 65)/98, 1) is a multiple of the last row of L V . With these data semi-definiteness of the test matrixM (3.17) can be checked exactly. Actually, the test matrix is zero with the exception of the last blockM 22 =Ŵ by construction.
It is difficult to apply this construction with s ≥ 4. First, the occurring algebraic equations can no longer be solved with simple square roots. Secondly, the matrix E ′ contains 3 general elements while (4.4) has only 2 degrees of freedom. In order to show that singly-implicit 4-stage A-stable peer methods exist we give an example computed by some numerical iteration in the Nordsieck form. It uses a slack matrixM 11 = diag(0, 0, 1, 2) of rank two and kernel 4e 4 e T 4 . In this form numerical verification of A-stability is reliable since the nontrivial part of the test matrixM is definite. In order to save space the Z-free formulation of this method is given. We do not go into more detail here since this method may not be of practical interest because efficient methods should satisfy several criteria like those listed in [21] . The construction of efficient A-stable peer methods will be the topic of a forthcoming paper.
In principle, the feasibility problem for diagonally implicit methods contains so many parameters that one may expect that the algebraic criterion for Astability can be satisfied for larger stage numbers s as well.
Parallel peer methods
Due to an explicit representation of the matrixG the design of parallel methods can be completely discussed in the Nordsieck version M(DF T 0 ,H,W ,Z). Although A-stability is discussed only for constant stepsizes here, peer methods should perform well on general time grids. Then, zero stability of stiffly-accurate parallel methods requires that the diagonal matrix G has non-constant diagonal elements and does not commute with V , see [23] . Using the Nordsieck version it is necessary to identify matricesG = V −1 GV which are similar to a diagonal matrix G by a Vandermonde transformation V . The following necessary condition is related to a representation from [22] . It uses the standard notation of square brackets for the commutator of matrices.
s×s be a Vandermonde matrix with distinct nodes c 1 , . . . , c s and let p(
From (5.1) follows the rank condition
on the submatrix of dimension (s + 1) × (s − 1) indicated by the subscripts.
Proof. The diagonal elements of G may be considered as function values of some polynomial g of degree s − 1 at the nodes, i.e. g ii = g(c i ), i = 1, . . . , s.
Introducing the matrix C = diag(c i ) this means that G = g(C). Since the nodes are the zeros of p it is well known that CV = V F holds with the Frobenius companion matrix F : 
The choice κ 1 = 1/3 simplifies the conditions and d 22 := 6q So far, the system (3.17) has been discussed as a nonlinear problem for H. However, if a peer method of order s − 1 is given by fixing the nodes and the matrix G or H = G −1 , (3.17) is a linear system for the unknown weight matriceŝ Z andŴ where only positive definite solutions are of interest. This corresponds to the original approach to the feasibility problem from the literature, e.g. [9] .
A simple class of implicit parallel methods has been discussed in [23] with the focus on zero stability for non-uniform grids. With the diagonal matrix G of the special form G = g 0 I + g 1 C, g 0 , g 1 ∈ R + , C = diag(c i ), the transformed matrixB is upper triangular leading to a simple proof for uniform zero stability if the parameter g 1 lies in a certain interval containing the choice g 1 = 2/5 for s = 4. We now verify A-stability of a 4-stage method of this form with prescribed nodes. Example 5.3 Construction of a parallel 4-stage method from the class discussed in [23] . In order to obtain rational solutions the parameters from [23] are approximated by g 1 = 2/5 and nodes c = (−1, −2/5, 2/5, 1). Only g 0 is considered a variable in the design. WithZ = (z ij ) ∈ D 4 ,z 11 = 1, the general ansatzW = ΨẼ(Z) + X is used with X = K + N from (3.12). Lemma 3.4 shows that for s = 4 the first two rows and columns ofM 11 vanish. This restriction is obeyed already by using the matrix X in the form (3.12). However, semidefiniteness also requires that the first two rows ofM 12 be zero. This gives a linear system with 8 equations which can be solved for the parametersz 12 ,z 13 , . . . ,z 24 and u 33 , u 34 from (3.12). Due to the upper triangular form ofẼ the number of parameters in the entries ofM = (m ij ) increases from top-left to bottom-right. For this reason the parameter u 33 is required since it is the only free parameter in the equationm 38 = 0 besides g 0 . These dependencies also facilitate the choice of the remaining parameters by enforcing non-negativity of the minors of M step-wise while keeping a nontrivial admissible interval for the parameter g 0 . At the end it was found that the LU-decomposition ofM indeed has 6 positive diagonal elements for g 0 ∈ [0.789, 0.822]. Hence, with g 0 = 4/5 the method is proven A-stable and its coefficient matrix is G = diag(2/5, 16/25, 24/25, 6/5). Since the weight matrices have smaller numbers in the Nordsieck form we show this version. 
